With eight properties to
manage and a year round
prime lamb operation requiring
reliable fodder supplies,
Brenton and Des Pudney are
increasingly making use of
crops for grazing to enhance
the sustainability of their total
enterprise.
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Brenton and wife Beck work with his parents
Des and Vickie to manage 3520ha of owned
and leased Mallee country located mainly near
Lameroo in eastern South Australia. Crops include
wheat, barley, canola, lupins, oaten hay and sown
pastures. Rotations are dictated by weed and
disease management options but generally would
consist of two cereals followed by two break crops
when possible.
An important risk management enterprise in the
total farm picture is their flock of 1600 Dorper
ewes which run with the rams year round. “We
see ourselves as meat producers, so a breed like
Dorpers that shed wool on their own means we
don’t worry about shearing and fly control and that
makes life easier,” said Brenton. Their 130% lambing is a combination of breed characteristics, good
husbandry and effective “Grain & Graze” techniques that have become part of the standard crop and
pasture planning for the Pudneys.
Before adopting the practice of grazing their crops, Brenton and Des, like many farmers, found dealing with
the ‘autumn feed gap’ quite stressful. Stubbles had lost their value, in drier years there would be little rain to
kick-start pastures for the stock and constant hand feeding was generally the rule.
Des says that he had a few sleepless nights as well when he decided to take his consultant Mick Faulkner’s
advice to graze newly emerged crops in the drought year of 2006. “He just kept saying that you have so
many kilograms of dry matter in the paddock, why not stick the sheep in there? We did, but our constant fear
that first time was how much would they eat off and when we should pull them out.” Mick reassured them
that the sheep could remain on the crop until Growth Stage 31.
Brenton Pudney says that knowing when to put sheep in a newly emerging crop is as critical as knowing when
to take them out. Once the crop has reached the three-leaf stage he begins driving across his paddocks
and testing individual plants for how easily they pull out of the ground. If the whole plant comes out roots and
all, it is too early to introduce the sheep. Once the plant’s roots are strong enough to hold it in the ground
then the sheep will just eat the leaves and the plant will reshoot.
It is important to remove the sheep before the embryonic head of the plant begins to run up the stem at
Growth Stage 31 and becomes vulnerable to being eaten off, resulting in a lost tiller for grain production.
The problem, according to Brenton, “is that the sheep have grazed everything close to ground level. All you
have is last year’s stubble and a few leaves coming out so you really can’t tell what growth stage it’s at.”
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That is why they use a mesh tree guard cage to protect some plants from grazing. The plants in the guard
are going through their normal ungrazed life cycle and can be used as a guide to where the grazed plants
should be. “You can get inside the guard and work out when the first node appears at GS 30 and then you
know the head will follow soon after.”

The first time was scary!

Des Pudney says that “the fear of failure holds a lot of people back from trying something new.” As one
of the first in the district to graze crops, he admits to having a few “what have we done?” moments when
farmers from a Southern Mallee Ag Bureau inspected a cropping paddock he had just removed the sheep
from. “People were looking at us, shaking their heads and saying ‘you’ve just ruined a good barley crop!’
Brenton went on to explain that there were two paddocks of barley side by side sown on the same day.
Because of the drought, the ungrazed paddock ended up yielding .33 t/ha and the grazed crop yielded only
.2t/ha. “In that year we thought that deficit was manageable. We persisted and now that we know what we
are doing, we see grazed and ungrazed paddocks yield nearly the same.”

Better Pasture establishment

Feeding off a crop obviously provides for early available fodder but it also allows for better pasture
establishment by taking the pressure off them.
Des says, “It is often the difference between having a good spring pasture or no pasture. Crops give you
biomass very early whereas medics don’t actually produce until spring. So having the sheep on the crop
allows the fodder gap to be reduced.”
“It is interesting when you do reflect. Because we didn’t have to put sheep on the pasture in one year, it was
absolutely massive. We finished hundreds of lambs on that medic and we had never been able to do that
before. Grazing crops early dramatically increases the carrying capacity of our pastures by allowing them
to get away ungrazed while the sheep are on the crop.”

Stocking rate

Brenton says that stocking rate is important. Putting a big mob of sheep in a crop means you have enough
stock to graze the whole paddock off consistently. “You don’t want the sandhill at a different growth stage
to where they have grazed on the flat as it can affect harvest. The crop growth tends to keep up with the
sheep’s grazing. Last year we had 600ewes on 130ha for 6 weeks.”
“In years gone by, in this Mallee country, you wouldn’t have done something like that. Now, with better tillage
practices we have the previous season’s crop residue dramatically reducing the risk of wind erosion. With
the stubbles we carry over now, it’s a piece of cake.”

Early Sowing

Planning to sow paddocks early for grazing is important to give sheep access to early feed. The Pudneys
increase barley-sowing rates from 65kg/ha to up to 100kg/ha when the paddock is planned for grazing.
Although they try to sow as early as possible, adequate soil moisture for germination is needed to do it
confidently.
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This year Brenton says, “we have actually sown
some canola already on the 11mm of rain we had
just before Easter. It is intended for pasture but if
we have a good season we could actually reap a
good canola crop as well. We would just squeeze
the sheep up on to our other pasture paddocks. We
just have to be flexible.

Choosing crop types and varieties

Brenton and Des have experimented with crop
types over the years and found barley to be the
most reliable. They have tried Marombi winter wheat
but found it didn’t produce enough biomass so
discontinued its use.
They have not actively looked for varieties that have
been shown in trials to recover from grazing better than others but do look for those that produce significant
early biomass. Flagship barley has been a standout choice because it germinates easily and gets out of the
ground quickly.
“It is actually the biomass production that we need;
good canopies and leaf area. Flagship is a very
good malt variety because it germinates so easily.
However a lot of people are discarding it because
when you get summer rain it can germinate in the
head and not reach malting grade. I don’t look at it
that way. I just think it is very good for early sheep
feed because we don’t usually get malting grade in
this area. It’s going to go for feed when we reap it
anyway.”

Choosing the right paddock

Paddock history is important according to Brenton.
“Because we are sowing early we often don’t get the
same weed control as we might in later sown crops.
We have to know that the paddock is likely to be
fairly weed free from barley grass, ryegrass, brome grass, etc.”

Follow up grazing with urea

Because the sheep remove significant nitrogen from the green leaves they are eating, it is very important to
top up after the stock is removed. Fifty kg/ha of urea is routinely applied using a disc seeder after the sheep
are taken out. The Pudneys find this results in minimum crop damage and nitrogen lost to the atmosphere.

Effects of grazing on the crop

Brenton observes that the crop stage will be about 10 days behind what he sees in the cage. “This sometimes
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works in our favour with frost. Grazing delays flowering so we can avoid the likelihood of that early frost
period which somewhat counteracts that risk from early sowing.”
Sometimes in a dry finish there can still be a significant yield penalty compared to an ungrazed crop but in
an average year with a reasonable spring they normally expect about a 10% yield loss, which they consider
negligible.
Another observation is that the sheep appear to selectively graze any ryegrass before turning their attention
to the crop. “It certainly doesn’t eliminate ryegrass but it must have a detrimental effect on it. We don’t use
it as ryegrass control and we still try to graze the cleanest paddocks but we throw every means possible at
grass control and this is just another one of the tools.”

Flexibility is key

Des says that being flexible is the key. “We have grazed canola but we didn’t take it through to harvest. I
call it opportunity cropping. We assess as the year goes through whether we might be able to run the crop
through to harvest. Last year with the canola and vetch we didn’t but we did run the barley crop through to
harvest. So really it is a change of thinking now. We put a crop in but we really don’t always know what we
are going to do with it at the finish.”

Benefits to the stock

The Pudneys are enthusiastic about the six weeks
hand feeding labour and costs they saved last year
by putting sheep on a 3 leaf barley crop.
Des says that, “with all year round mating we find
that the crop grazing during the feed gap means the
ewes are more fertile, have a better milk supply and
produce better lambs. If you just keep the nutrition
up then the job is done. I’d say that we have to keep
doing it.”
“Grazing crops helps with things like worm burden
too. Sheep aren’t hanging around grazing dirt and
picking up worms. You don’t have to drench that
much in this area anyway but now it is only the
regular summer drench that’s required.”

What about in a tough season?

In a season starting off with no soil moisture and a late break, Brenton says that, “we will still sow cereals
with the aim of grazing them. We have 460ha lined up for grazing this year. If the season is going right we
will take the sheep out of those paddocks and put them onto pasture. If it is not then we will look at grazing
off the barley and not take it to harvest.”
The Pudneys also carry reserves of stored fodder so if so if conditions demand they can continue to
supplementary feed. “If the year looks really dry we will still put the sheep on crops but we just wont graze
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it as hard. It won’t go for the six weeks. It will be more like a quick haircut.”

Centre Pivot

Brenton and Des also have a centre pivot on 30ha leased to irrigators to grow potatoes. When the potatoes
are dug in February it is very bare so they put a cover crop in using irrigation. This year they will sow wheat
in April that will be irrigated until sufficient rain falls to sustain the crop. Sheep will go into the paddock when
the crop reaches the three-leaf stage.

WHP for seed dressings?

One of the issues to be considered when grazing crops early is the withholding period for certain fungicides
used as seed or fertiliser treatment. The Pudneys no longer use products like Baytan on the barley planned
for grazing, partly because of a long withholding period for grazing but also because it can slow coleoptile
growth and crop emergence.
They do use Flutriafol as a fertiliser dressing as it has a four week withholding period for grazing. Sheep are
not on the crop until that time has past. Brenton notes that grazing the leaf off actually reduces some leaf
diseases. “Net blotch in barley is a non-issue now where the lower leaves are grazed off.”

Critical factors for success:

When asked what they think the critical success factors would be for someone grazing crops for the first
time, Brenton and Des list the following:
• Ensure stubble residues are present for ground cover in wind erosion prone paddocks
• Know your weed history and use clean paddocks
• Get the timing of grazing right – know when to put stock in and take them out
• Nitrogen top up after grazing is critical
• Keep your stocking rates high
Des thinks too many farmers just focus on grain yield and sometimes don’t consider the economics of the
sheep. “When a paddock we grazed in that first dry year as we were learning the ropes didn’t yield as well
as the ungrazed one, I was disappointed. But when I thought of the grazing we got out of it I knew we hadn’t
really lost.”
“Last year we finished the lambs on canola instead of having to feed them grain. That is the biggest thing I
find, it reduces that time having to hand feed.”
Brenton says, “it’s been really positive. Grazing crops has increased our profit and flexibility. We may have
had some sleepless nights initially but now we are quite confident and plan to do a lot more of it!”
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